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ernard Dugat, who now manages 10.8 ha with the 

addition of several recent purchases and some 

vineyards from within the Dugat-Py family, noted 

that “for the first time in several vintages we had 

reasonable yields. I underscore though that because we have 

such a very high proportion of old vines they were still low 

which is to say ~25 hl/ha on average. In the same fashion and 

because old vines tend to give berries with thick skins we 

also had no problems with the Suzukii flies. As to the 

growing season the spring was precocious and clement 

which allowed an early start to the vegetative cycle and a 

consistent flowering. Unfortunately the favorable conditions 

degraded during July and August and this definitively had 

the effect of slowing maturities. Thankfully September was 

perfect and allowed for the fruit to attain excellent levels of 

ripeness. We chose to begin picking on the 15th of 

September and there was also no sorting required as the fruit 

was extremely clean. As is always the case we used a 

variable but high percentage of whole clusters for the 

vinifications and otherwise the élevage has been entirely 

consistent with prior vintages. As to the wines we make them 

to age and thus while they may be accessible slightly earlier 

than normal they are still going to need at least a few years 

of cellaring first.” As was the case in 2013 there is no Gevrey 

“1er” in 2014 because all of the component pieces were 

broken out and vinified separately. Moreover the Chambertin 

had not finished its malo at the time of my late November 

visit and thus is not reviewed. I have said this before but it 

bears repeating: the Dugat-Py wines are built for the very 

long haul. As such, in my view, it is largely pointless to open 

them young but if you can’t resist then be sure to allow them 

plenty of time in a decanter first. Dugat said that his 2013s, 

four of which were revisited below, were bottled in March 

2015 without fining or filtration. 

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Pommard “La Levrière Vieilles Vignes” 

(vinified with 20% whole clusters). A distinctly cool nose 

presents a pretty combination of red cherry, black raspberry 

and lavender scents that are liberally laced with earth hints. 

There is excellent intensity and minerality to the focused, 

powerful and tautly muscular flavors that possess a sleek 

mouth feel, all wrapped in an austere and ever-so-mildly dry 

finish though the dryness may eventually age out. (88-

90)/2024+  

 

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Vosne-Romanée Vieilles Vignes 

(from Les Violettes and Les Quartiers de Nuits; vinified with 

90% whole clusters). An overtly floral nose features notes of 

spice and black cherry that precede the rich, dense and 

muscular medium-bodied flavors that possess excellent 

depth and length on the robust and mouth coating finish. 

Patience will absolutely be required. (90-92)/2024+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Les Evocelles” 

(from a .75 ha vineyard worked manually and by horse; 

vinified with 75% stems). This also markedly floral with its 

cool array of wild red berries, earth and sandalwood nuances. 

There is impressive density and more evident minerality to 

the delicious and intense middle weight flavors that coat the 

mouth with dry extract before culminating in a notably more 

refined and focused if mildly austere finale. Patience. (89-

92)/2024+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin - Coeur du Roi 

(from vines of 50 to 100+ years of age situated in Epointures, 

Combe du Dessus, Jouise, and Les Marchais; aged in 65% 

new wood and vinified with 70% of the stems). The sheer 

density of fruit is impressive with a broad-ranging nose of 

black fruit, spice, violets and pungent earth. The density of 

the fruit is confirmed on the palate as there is equally 

impressive concentration to the intense and muscular flavor 

that coat the palate with dry extract that also buffers the very 

firm tannic spine on the mineral-driven and built-to-age 

finish. (90-92)/2026+ 

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Petite Chapelle” 

(from a .32 ha parcel; vinified with ~50% whole clusters). 

Here too the cassis, violet, plus and earth aromas are 

distinctly cool and elegant. There is excellent richness and 

volume to the impressively well-concentrated medium-

bodied flavors that exude ample minerality onto the palate 

coating, powerful and massively long finish. This is 

distinctly old school in style and it would be absolutely 

pointless to open a bottle before at least 10 years of age as 

this is unapologetically built for the long-term. (91-

94)/2031+  
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2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Champeaux” 

(from a .33 ha of 50+ year old vines that abut Cazetiers; 70% 

stems). A discreet application of wood frames the spicy, 

pure, airy and cool nose that features red and black currant, 

floral, earth and sauvage hints. There is almost painful 

intensity to the dense, serious and mouth coating flavors that 

also exhibit an abundance of minerality on the balanced, 

refined and gorgeously persistent finish. Textbook 

Champeaux. (92-94)/2029+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Lavaut St.-Jacques” 

(vinified with 65% stems). Like the Corbeaux an ultra-fresh 

array of beautifully complex, layered and airy aromas is 

comprised by notes of cassis, black cherry, violet, spice and 

a plethora of sauvage nuances. There is excellent volume and 

intensity to the intensely mineral-infused medium weight 

plus flavors that deliver an explosively long and powerful 

finish. This compact and built-to-age effort is going to need 

20 to 25 years to fully shed its considerable tannic shell. 

Patience, and lots of it, will absolutely be required. (92-

95)/2034+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Fontenys” 

(from a .08 ha parcel; 60% stems). Once again the fruit 

profile is cool and restrained with its notes of elegant black 

currant, violet, sandalwood and subtle game nuances. There 

is outstanding punch and delineation to the more obviously 

mineral-driven medium weight flavors that are also tautly 

muscular yet refined and I very much like the balance of the 

austere, firm and hugely long finale. Once again though 

patience required. (91-93)/2026+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “La Perrière” 

(from a .08 ha parcel; also vinified with ~70% whole 

clusters). Somewhat surprisingly this is actually less 

expressive and even timid as the nose only reluctantly gives 

up its cool aromas of various red berries, earth and discreet 

floral wisps. There is excellent minerality to the vibrant and 

intense middle weight flavors that possess a chiseled mouth 

feel on the relatively powerful and driving finale. This 

possesses outstanding depth and I very much like the upside 

aging potential here though once again note that this is going 

to need plenty of time. (91-94)/2029+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Gevrey-Chambertin “Corbeaux” 

(from a .08 ha parcel; vinified with ~75% whole clusters). 

There is plenty of the classic Corbeaux sauvage character 

present on the ultra-fresh and markedly floral nose of spicy 

and earthy red currant scents. There is excellent size, weight 

and energy to the muscular yet velvet-textured medium 

weight flavors that reveals a touch of austerity on the 

powerful and once again hugely long finale. Note well that 

this is extremely structured and while well-balanced it’s very 

likely going to need 20 years of cellar to arrive at its full 

apogee. (92-94)/2032+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Charmes-Chambertin 

(a blend of one-third Mazoyères and two-thirds Charmes 

proper – the fruit comes from a mix of mostly 20+ year-old 

vines and a small percentage of extremely old vines; 40% 

stems). A discreet application of wood doesn’t detract from 

the intensely floral red berry fruit and earth-inflected aromas. 

There is really lovely richness and volume to the caressing 

medium-bodied flavors that coat the palate with dry extract 

on the balanced, complex and wonderfully persistent finale. 

This is much more civilized at present than its Mazoyères 

counterpart and should be approachable after “only” a 

decade or so of bottle age. This too is absolutely lovely. (93-

95)/2029+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Mazoyères-Chambertin 

(from a .25 ha parcel and vinified with ~80% stems). In 

contrast to all of the prior wines in the range this is the first 

to display any appreciable amount of reduction and even here 

it doesn’t mask the earth and game wisps. There is superb 

concentration, intensity and muscularity to the big-bodied 

and overtly powerful flavors that culminate in a robust, 

tannic, austere and massively long finale. This isn’t going to 

win any awards for refinement but if bold burgundy is in your 

wheelhouse, this would make for a dramatic choice provided 

that you have the patience to wait. (93-95)/2032+  

 

2014 Domaine Dugat-Py  

Mazis-Chambertin Vieilles Vignes 

(from .25 ha parcel of 60+ year old vines planted at a density 

of 14,000/ha in Mazis-Bas – vinified with 90% stems). A 

brooding and almost grudging nose features subtle floral, 

earth and densely fruited dark berry and animale suffused 

aromas. The driving, robust, powerful and broad-scaled 

flavors brim with an abundance of dry extract that push the 

prominent tannic spine to the background on the explosive 

and almost painfully intense finish that possesses plenty of 

the hallmark youthful austerity. The hugely long and 

markedly mineral-driven finish really fans out and while this 

is very firmly structured it’s not aggressively hard or stiff and 

as such should be approachable after 10 years or so if desired. 

(93-96)/2032+ 

 

 

 

 


